
Future Ready Homes

Technologies to make us ready to meet net zero



About us

BEAMA is the UK trade association for manufacturers and providers 

of energy infrastructure technologies and systems.



Recent BEAMA publications

Net zero by design report – Sep 2019

• Setting out an industry commitment 

to the net zero emissions target.

• Outlining areas where we believe 

ambition is lacking and action 

needed.

Future Ready Homes paper – Nov 2020

• Identifying actions that need to 

happen for net zero homes to be 

delivered.

• Focus on what products and can 

deliver.



The net zero home



Future Ready Homes



Ready for low carbon heating



Ready for electrification



Ready for grid flexibility



Other elements



Delivering flexibility



PAS 1878 and 1879

Published on 19 May 2021

• Free downloads available at the Energy Smart Appliances 

programme webpage

https://www.bsigroup.com/en-GB/about-bsi/uk-national-standards-body/about-standards/Innovation/energy-smart-appliances-programme/


PAS 1878

Purpose

• PAS 1878 provides a technical specification that allows domestic 

appliances to operate in a Demand Side Response (DSR) system 

• Intended to be read in conjunction with PAS 1879, which provides 

recommendations for the provision of DSR services by service 

providers. 

Demand Side Response

Consumers with ESAs can:

• Reduce their electricity costs by using time of use (ToU) tariffs from 

electricity suppliers to encourage use of appliances outside of peak 

demand or when excess generation capacity is available. 

• Earn revenues by allowing direct control of appliances by other grid-

side actors for the overall benefit to the network.



Government policy on flexibility



Government policy on flexibility

Government Policy Position on Flexibility

Smart Systems and Flexibility Plan 2021 

Phase 1 to 2022

• No mandate for PAS 1878

Phase 2 2022 onwards
• Reconsider mandate of PAS 

1878

• Minded to base DSR on SM

• Single DSR process for all 

ESAs

• Interoperability for

• ESA

• DSRSP

• Focus now is on network 

constraints - DRSSP

• Becomes energy supply 

constraint - Supplier

What to do?



Flexibility – Industry Issues

• Use PAS 1878/9 or not, if not, what?

• Communication via DCC or Internet

• One PAS 1878 ESA with two communications options

• Internationalisation – avoiding a UK niche market

• Smart charger as an ESA

• Allowing technical and commercial innovation



Smart metering and EV charging



Smart metering

What it is

• The Smart Metering Implementation Plan requires energy suppliers to 
offer every British home and small business:

• a smart electricity and gas meter

• a communications hub to receive tariff data and send usage 

data from the property to the supplier

• an in-home display so consumers can see how much energy 

they are using, and how much it is costing, in near-real time

• Consumers will also be able to read their data through a consumer 

access device (CAD)

• Positive business case:

• consumers have more control & visibility of their energy use

• money saved from more effective use

• This is a fundamental part of the digitalisation of the energy sector



Smart metering

Why it is happening

• This is an essential upgrade of the British energy system

• Consumers will have reliable bills that reflect their energy use: no more 
estimated bills

• Smart metering system can provide some of the infrastructure to 

support smart, secure and interoperable energy appliances and 
systems

• This is a “key enabler” for smart energy management and demand-

side response

What comes next

• Industry and Government to agree on the role of the smart metering 

system in cyber security and device interoperability in smart, zero-

carbon homes

• Grid flexibility needs such as market-wide half-hourly settlement (MHHS)



Electric vehicle charging

Why EV charging needs to be smart

• Road transport contributes about one quarter of all UK greenhouse 

gas emissions

• Replacing petrol and diesel vehicles with electric vehicles (EVs) 

could increase electricity consumption by 30% by 2050

• A “smart grid”, with flexible EV charging in response to system needs 

(charging during times of surplus capacity, discharging when 

electricity is scarce) could save network & system operators £ billions

• Smart EV charging lets consumers:

• control the level of charge in their vehicle

• take advantage of ToU tariffs, to save money

• contribute to system flexibility and decarbonisation

• Government and Industry are working on the best ways to make 

smart EV charging safe, secure, private and interoperable



Electric vehicle charging

What comes next

• Sales of new petrol and diesel vehicles banned from 2030

• Roll-out of public and private charging infrastructure

• EVs becoming price-competitive with petrol and diesel

• Getting buildings and people ready for smart EV charging:

• A technology journey

• A consumer behaviour journey

• Government & Industry working together to define requirements 
for interoperability, cyber security, data privacy and grid stability

• "Future of smart charging" - project to develop a worked 

example for how smart charging can work in practice in a 

domestic/SME premises (candidate architecture)



Support our autumn campaign 
#NetZerobyDesign

#FutureReadyHomes

We are developing the previous papers reflecting on policy developments:

• Future Homes Standard, net zero spending review, UK Net Zero Strategy and the 

Heat and Buildings strategy

We will be engaging with BEAMA members on the development of these for 

publication in the autumn.


